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in it for Health?
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Presenter
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Sheila
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Introductions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce ourselves
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Intersection of Housing and Health: Four Pathways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ES- The intersection of housing and health (the barriers):Stability (housing volatility and homelessness)  Quality/Safety (lead, mold, exposure to environmental contaminants, unsafe drinking water and necessary home modifications like CO detectors) Affordability (stress of financial burden of housing, gentrification) Neighborhood (schools, healthy food options, parks and open space) �
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The Progression of Public Health

https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2017/17_0017.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ES - What is public health?Targets preventable conditions yielding the greatest public health benefits using available resourcesPublic health 1.0 - Focused on the spread of infectious and communicable disease. Vaccinations and prevention of disease spread through water.Public health 2.0 - the proliferation of policies to prevent health risks. Seat belt laws decreased injuries and death. Smoke-free policies and indoor air quality act discouraged tobacco use and reduced exposures to second hand smoke.We have made tremendous strides in population health. In 2015, life expectancy at birth was 78.8 years, 10 years longer than in the 1950s (1). Smoking prevalence rates among adults and teenagers are less than half what they were 50 years ago (2). The proportion of people without health insurance is at a historic low of 8.8%Public Health 3.0 seeks to address the root cause and systemic barriers to health.To solve the fundamental challenges of population health, we must address the full range of factors that influence a person’s overall health and well-being. Education, safe environments, housing, transportation, economic development, access to healthy foods — these are the major social determinants of health, comprising the conditions in which people are born, live, work, and age (10). Understanding how our social and economic systems and policies address equity. How are our historically inequitable policies leading to significant health disparities in our communities.Access to safe, healthy and affordable housing is one of the fundamental determinants of health.https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2017/17_0017.htm
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19th Century 20th Century

Planning for Public Health 

21st Century

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ES19th Century: - Planning in the US originated with a public health purpose. - Rapid urbanization resulted in overcrowded and poorly constructed housing, noxious and industrial manufacturing uses, and increased levels of human and animal waste. - Planning and PH professionals shared a focus of preventing outbreaks of infectious disease. 20th Century: - Planning diverged from it’s common roots with public health.- Planners focused on land use and physical development, while public health took the lead in addressing individual and community health and safety concerns.21st Century:- Planners can influence these determinants of health through decisions such as, land use, urban design, and transportation which affect local air quality, water quality and supply, transportation safety, and access to physical activity, healthy food, and affordable housing.  Sources: 19th Centruy Image: New York Public Library20th Centruy Image: City Lab https://www.citylab.com/life/2019/04/anti-vaxxer-history-new-york-measles-mandatory-vaccination/586969/21st Centruy Image: PlanH Healthy Communities Society https://planh.ca/
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The Great 

Depression 

1929-1939

National Housing 

Act & FHA

1934

Homeowners Loan 
Corporation and City 

Survey Program

1935

Housing policy through the years

The New Deal

1933-1941

Civil Rights Act

1968

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie -  housing policy history 
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Federal Budget Priorities
• What is valued?
• How can communities respond?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KM -  federal  vs local housing funding comparison over time 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
KM -  redlining map overlayed with health outcomes in Denver
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
KM   Enterprise conducted the online survey in partnership with Wakefield Research. The survey polled 1,000 U.S. adult renters, 500 of whom have household incomes of $50,000 or under, and 500 U.S. medical professionals, including doctors, nurses and physician assistants.The survey found the need for affordable homes that are healthy and connected to opportunity especially critical for severely cost-burdened survey respondents, who spend more than 50 percent of their monthly income on rent. Among respondents in this category: 83 percent prioritize paying rent before anything else, compared with 1 percent prioritizing health care costs 45 percent have not followed a treatment plan provided by a health care professional because they couldn’t afford it, compared with 34 percent of all renter respondents 31 percent delayed a routine check-up because they couldn’t afford it, compared with 23 percent of all renter respondents 89 percent report financial stress is the issue in their lives worst for their mental health 
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Activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KM lead,  all chime in and encourage the group to have fun :)
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Public 
Health Improvement
Act 2008

Al ignment  and Col laborat ion Tool - Publ ic Heal th Improvement Plans (PHIP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL -  PHIPColorado’s Public Health Act 2008 (SB08 194)Its purpose is to ensure that core public health services are available to every person in Colorado, regardless of where they live, with a consistent standard of quality. The Act requires:use of assessments to determine population health and systemwide capacity issues; development of a five-year state and local public health improvement plan (PHIP; also know as a CHIP, community health improvement plan) based on assessment results; and engaging communities in health improvement and increasing the availability and quality of public health services to ultimately improve health outcomes. Creation of the CHAPSAll local public health agencies must create a 5-year plan.Work PlanClear measurements to understand impactThe importance here is the many of the areas of the Community Health Improvement Plans go well beyond Public Health's traditional role and requires cross-sector collaboration and robust community engagement. Planners are a key expertise area to see successful implementation!
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Housing as a public 
health priority

Al ignment  and Col laborat ion Tool - Publ ic Heal th Improvement Plans (PHIP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL -  PHIPThe Denver Metro region’s population has grown and wages have stagnated –resulting in a significant shortage of affordable housing.During our the development of our community health assessement, community members noted that housing quality was a concern and, probably more importantly, housing affordability was critical to their health.As Katie explained above, housing affordability is intrically linked to health outcomes.You might ask, what can public health do about housing affordability. We don't develop or manage housing. We had the same question!We decided to ask our housing experts in the counties where we work, and they overwhelmingly invited public health into the process and identified policy development and analysis AND help with framing ad shaping the messages around housing pointing directly to the challenges in communities related to NIMBYism.Telling a story of housing that encompasses all of us and shifting away from a communciation frame about serving the poor in our community.One that Katie is going to describe a bit more - Using health data in housing work to articulate the links.
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Housing 
as a
public 
health
priority

Al ignment  and Col laborat ion Tool - Publ ic Heal th Improvement Plans (PHIP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL -  PHIPCHIP/PHIP are resources across the state and in the area of housing. Close to 10 county health officials have prioritized housing.The counties in blue are counties where local public health agencies have prioritized housing.Adams, Arapahoe, Douglas, Grand, JeffersonRegional Public Health Initiatives - Eagle, Garfield, and Pitkin Partnership andWest Central Public Health Partnership - Delta, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Montrose, Ouray, San Miguel.https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19KVBkE6R7WAQhSCRu6IWVqzM-4am6DEB5iBpJ7HsAeM/edit#gid=286090170
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Health in policy development

Pol icy Tools - Heal th Impact  Analys is

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL-  HIA While the reuniting of health and planning has grown tremendously in the last 10 years, sometimes it is hard to imagine when and how to connect the two.This diagram attempts to illustrate a concept about health in all policies. The meaning being that there are ways to address health in the policies that you are already working on and that it is not always proposing a "health policy."If built environment factors impact our ability access healthy food, walk or bike more, easy access to good jobs or find affordable, quality housing, then our local policies that determine our built environment are health policies!There are lots of ways to begin expanding your analysis of health in local policies such as leaning on a local public health or health-missioned organizations for:Referral reviewsData analysisPublic testemonyThrough this process, health can bring a new persepctive or many times it reinforces other persepctives.
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Health Impact 
Assessments

Pol icy Tools - Heal th Impact  Analys is

• Informs decision-making on policy, project, or program
• Recommends how to increase positive health outcomes and 

minimize adverse health outcomes
• Equity-focused
• Well-developed methodology

• Extensive 
Community Outreach

• Articulating who is 
impacted

Equity-focused

• Community data
• Rooted in research

Data and 
Evidence • Housing for all

• Include a sepctrum of 
housing choices

Affordable 
housing policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL-  HIA I'll share one policy analysis tool that we have used on a few different planning policy processes.HIA well-established tool internationally. Brought to the US about 15 years ago.Decision-making tool by studying a proposal and recommending how the proposal could better address health. It's important to note that the analysis is not all about looking at the negative impacts of health. And that through the methodology, there are often areas for incorporating health that were not thought of at first glance.Example: We worked with a city in our county on an HIA for the Comp Plan. One of the key areas of recommednations were oriented aroung neighborhood and housing stability because of the foundational link to health. Because the City had felt that they were a rather affordable community in relationship to surrounding cities, they were moving toward a model of comp plan policies focused on increasing higher end housing and dropping policies in the Comp Plan related to attainable housing. Through the HIA process and bringing data and research that should the strong link between housing affordability and health and educational outcomes (a key indicator for health outcomes), the City added housing afforability goals and objectives back into the Comp Plan.
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HEALTH ACTION PLANS
DATA IN ACTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KM_  We are becoming better and better at using data to inform our work. One example of this is in our health action planning process,, which is part of our current green communities criteria. This process is elegant in so many ways—it really operationalizes the connection between health and housing and embeds health in an affordable housing project’s lifecycle. I won’t dwell on the individual components of the plan—but I want to highlight the ways in which data are used. At the very beginning, we ask developers to partner with a health professional to understand the health needs of their current or future residents. Using this information, they make strategic design decisions that will enhance the health outcomes of these residents. These design features can be as simple as adding outdoor benches to encourage residents to talk with one another as a way of combatting social isolation to the design and placement of a staircase to encourage taking the stairs rather than the elevator. We also ask the developer to create an implementation and monitoring plan to ensure that these health-promoting design features are performing as expected.
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DISCUSSION & 
REFLECTION
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Feed Forward

Strengthening our Learn ing

Think of one thing that you would like to do to carry your learning forward.

Stand Up. Find a partner. Share your idea. Keep your sharing to less than 1 minute.

When you are done sharing, your partner can reflect and provide ideas to enhance or 
strengthen your plan for carrying your learning forward.

After one 2 minutes, we will call out "Change Partners." You will move on to another partner.

The key to this exercise is to share and then listen to your partners ideas. No editing 
or correcting...Though, you can ask a clarifying question if needed to understand the advice.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL-  HIA 
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THANK YOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SL -  Call to Action 
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Sheila Lynch
Tri County Health 

Department
Slynch@tchd.org

Katie McKenna
Enterprise Community 

Partners
Kmckenna@enterptise

community.org

Emma Sloan
Eagle County Public 

Health & 
Environment

Emma.sloan@eagle
county.us
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